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ABSTRACT 
In the spare parts logistics market where process improvements are implemented as much as 
possible and can only be improved more by high investments, the focus of the management is 
to get the highest performance out of the operator workforce at the lowest labor cost. Most 
literature shows that setting challenging goals and using rewards leads to the highest 
performance. To deal with the uncertainty of the customer it is however necessary to have a 
flexible workforce. To keep the workforce motivated, set challenging goals and keep the labor 
costs low it is therefore necessary to make a good workforce planning. The tool that is created 
deals with the uncertainty of the customer by using a forecasting model. The benefits of the 
tool are the accuracy of the tool forecast on sub-process level, which makes it easier to deal 
with changes in the sub-processes or the changes in the demand of the sub-process. 
Furthermore the management can incorporate the motivation of the workforce in the cost-
based tool to deal with the long-term motivation of the operators.  



 
 

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 
Logistic managers have to deal with changes in the amount of orders for the various sub-processes in 
relation to the planning of operators. The existing planning tools are often not up to date to deal with 
these changes. Next to the planning problem the perception exists that the operators aren’t all 
motivated. It is however not possible to keep only the fixed operators with a good performance, 
because evidence is necessary to prove that a fixed operator is not performing well enough. 
 
The influence of the spare parts market developments is a given problem about which the managers can 
do almost nothing. The planning tools can be improved by changing the design of the sub-processes, the 
drivers and the processing targets. The forecast of the driver can also be improved by using the available 
information in a correct way. Also the issues about the motivation can be taken a look at. By knowing 
what drives operators to work at their best, it is possible to motivate them better. Next to that their 
performance can be measured by using the right drivers to measure. 
 
Managers of distribution centers want to have the operational expense of operators in line with changes 
in the spare parts market with ensuring job security for operators with a fixed contract that have a good 
performance. They want a decision support system that is easy to use and is able to deal with the 
changes in the market. This will be developed with the following research design. 
 

 

Figure 1: research design 

The research is done only for the outbound department, because the outbound department is often the 
department with the largest amount of operators. It also has the most problems with the planning due 
to fluctuating workload and strict deadlines. If the project runs smoothly at the outbound department, 
then rolling it out to other departments and distribution centers, shouldn’t take much time.  
 
Barnes (1968) suggests to execute a motion and time study to design sub-processes and determine 
processing targets. Larco Martinelli (2010) measured operator performance by setting challenging goals. 
Operators with a steady work pace should be measured with data or a stopwatch to determine the 
processing target. Montgomery et al. (2003) concludes that a sample size larger than 30 observations is 
enough to assume a normal distribution and to determine confidence intervals. 
 
Nahmias (2004) and Chatfield (2001) first determine the time horizon, then find patterns in the data, 
split the data and leave out outliers. They use moving average, exponential smoothing or regression 
analysis to forecast the data. Evaluating the forecasting models should be done with MAD, MSE, MAPE 
or MASE (Hyndman et al., 2008). 
 
Larco Martinelli (2010) shows that skill level and motivation are the most relevant predictors of operator 
performance and goal setting improves task performance. Dermody, Young & Taylor (2004) show that a 
low skilled workforce is primarily attracted to their work by money.  
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it's drivers and 
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Create a forecast of the 
sub-process drivers 

Step 3:  
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support system for the 
operator planning by 
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The general model that has been developed to create a decision support system for the operator 
planning looks as follows: 
 
In the first step the sub-process design, the drivers and the processing targets should be determined: 
 
1. Get to know the different sub-processes. The amount of sub-processes has to be as few as possible. 

There should only be created a new sub-process if the improved performance of the overall forecast 
compensates for the extra complexity of the model. 

2. Design the sub-processes in the best possible way by executing a time and motion study. 
3. Find out which drivers can best be used to forecast. Multiple regression can best be used for this, 

however in most of the cases analyzing the process and if needed comparing the graphs of the few 
drivers to choose from is enough to determine the best driver. 

4. Measure processing targets that are specific and realistic by either data analysis (preferred) or 
stopwatch measurements (if data is not available). The targets should be based on a steady work 
pace. The amount of observations is at least 30 for each sub-process (Montgomery et al., 2003) and 
have to be checked on normality, which can be done by visual inspection. 

 
In the second step the forecasting model for the sub-process drivers should be created: 
 
1. Analyze the current forecasting model.  
2. Gather available data, convert it and leave out outliers. Determine the time horizon of the forecast 

and look for patterns in the dataset. Split the dataset in an initialization, an optimization and a 
validation set. 

3. Use moving average, exponential smoothing and/or regression analysis to create new forecasting 
models. 

4. Evaluate the performance of the current forecasting model and the new forecasting models by using 
either MAD, MSE, MAPE or MASE dependent on the pros and cons of each evaluation method.  

5. Decide which forecasting model will be used for the forecast based on a trade-off taking into 
account the performance, the complexity and the time necessary to make a forecast. 

 
In the third step the decision support system should be created for the operator planning by using costs 
and operator motivation: 
 
1. Start creating the decision support system with a forecast of the time necessary to process the 

workload. Include an uncertainty factor if this is necessary. 
2. Determine the current operator performance and motivation in relation to the processing targets 

based on measurements and operator observation. Include this factor in the decision support 
system in combination with the planning of the fixed operator hours to get the effective fixed 
operator hours. 

3. Include the cost of one agency operator hour in euros in the decision support system and let the 
higher management decide about the long term service level the department management has to 
use for their planning. 

4. Let the department management decide about the planning of the agency operator hours based on 
the decision support system. 

 
 
 



 
 

Before the development of the decision support system the processing target was 51.1 pieces per hour 
for the outbound department of UPS, which was measured in 2008. The forecasting was done based on 
the experience of the supervisor and team leaders. The planning was made based on the experience of 
the supervisor and team leaders. Agency operators were planned to fill in the hours that were necessary 
next to the fixed operators. The planning was reviewed based on the profit margins per piece, while the 
performance of operators wasn’t measured. 
 
For UPS the development of the decision support system for the operator planning has led to new sub-
processes for the replenishment orders and the NBD orders, due to changes in the market. The drivers 
of the sub-processes have changed from pieces to orders in most of the cases, however for some sub-
processes the driver became boxes. The change of drivers and sub-processes has led to new sub-process 
targets. 
 
The forecasting model can be improved by using moving average for both the replenishment orders and 
the NBD orders. Moving average is chosen, because it is important that the special shipping days can be 
handled easily. Next to this the performance is good and it takes less than 60 minutes a week. 
 
The performance and motivation measurements of the outbound operators led to a distribution in three 
groups which were almost equal in size. Based on a service level of 75%, 90% and 95% the amount of 
effective agency operators hours hired based on the new operator planning tool varies between 40, 45 
and 48 hours on average per day. Based on the costs (€18,50 per direct agency hour) for the different 
service levels, the higher management of UPS has chosen for a 95% service level, because service is 
important to differentiate from its competitors. 
 
It is important to base the weekly planning by the middle management on the mix of sub-processes that 
has to be done on a daily basis instead of the money received for the pieces shipped that day. New sub-
processes should be easily adaptable in the operator planning tool. Also the hiring of agency operators 
should be decided about by the supervisor and team leaders. Furthermore the workload of 
replenishment uploads should be smoothed to create a fixed planning. 
 
The effect of illness of operators or operators that leave earlier than expected on overtime is not taken 
into account in the research. Also the effect on the performance of the operators when more operators 
are working at the same time is not taken into account.  
 
The saving due to long term motivation is not determined. The benefits to create work that can be used 
as a temporary buffer is not taken a closer look at. Furthermore the effect that the supervisor and team 
leaders decide about the pool size and who to hire is not expressed in monetary benefits. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the introduction there will be a description of a general logistic provider in the spare parts 

industry (section 1.1). Then the problem the spare parts industry is dealing with will be 

discussed (section 1.2). It is important to mention that the logistic provider is operating in the 

spare parts industry, since this industry is especially hard to forecast due to product life cycles 

instead of sales that determine demand. 

1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO SPARE PARTS LOGISTICS 
In logistic warehouses, the employees (called operators) are busy with receiving, controlling, 

entry, picking and packing of orders. Incoming spare parts are booked into the warehousing 

system, which is done by the inbound department. The warehousing system determines at 

which storage location the spare parts have to be placed, based on the outstanding orders, the 

current stock with its locations and the walking distance. When the parts are booked into the 

system, they need to be moved to the right location in the warehouse. This is done by 

operators of the inbound department based on the locations the warehousing system 

determines for the spare parts.  

The stock in a warehouse is placed on two types of locations. The first location is the bulk stock 

area, which is used for placing spare parts in bulk volumes on high shelves. The bulk stock area 

is operated by operators from different departments with a reach truck. The second type of 

location is the single stock area, which is used for placing single packed spare parts in various 

volumes on low shelve locations. The low shelve locations are operated by using trolleys and 

pallet trucks. The outbound department uses the low shelve locations as locations to pick their 

orders. After picking the orders, the orders are made ready for transport by packing them. Most 

of the time bulk spare parts need to be repacked into single boxes by a repacking department 

before the spare parts are placed at the low shelve locations. Next to these basic handlings it is 

also possible that the logistic provider offers other value added services. A process flow of the 

spare parts logistics warehouse looks as shown in figure 2. 

Inbound department Packing department
Outbound 

department

Bulk Stock Area Single Stock Area

Incoming Spare Parts Value Added Services Orders ready for shipment

 

Figure 2: process flow of a spare parts logistics warehouse 
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There are mainly three priorities of outstanding orders in the warehousing system. The first 

priority of orders are orders that need to be shipped to a customer today. The second priority 

of orders are orders that need to be shipped to a local distribution center today, to keep up the 

stock of that spare part at that local distribution center according to the service level of the 

customer. The third priority of orders are orders determined by the logistics provider itself to 

keep up the stock at the different storage locations in their central distribution center. The third 

priority of orders don’t necessarily have to be fulfilled the same day.  

The amount of operators working in the different departments is dependent on the amount of 

orders and the way they are processed. The outbound is due to several reasons often larger in 

amount of operators and more complex to plan than the inbound department. For instance the 

inbound department works with bulk items, while the outbound department works with single 

items. This leads to more handling by the outbound department, since it is faster to process 20 

spare parts once than to process 20 spare parts one by one. Also the outbound department has 

a lot of uncertainty in workload due to the option to order on a daily basis, while it has strict 

deadlines. The inbound department often knows which amount of spare parts enter the 

warehouse and has less strict deadlines.  
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1.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION IN SPARE PARTS LOGISTICS 
Logistic providers with spare parts are often dependent on the market of the spare parts. Due 

to new customers, new products and longer product life cycles of the spare parts, the logistics 

provider can have fluctuations in workload. When the number of stock keeping units (SKU’s) is 

increasing, economies of scale of the processes due to large amount of orders of the same 

spare part are decreasing if the amount of pieces sold in total stays the same. Logistic managers 

have to deal with these changes in the amount of orders for the various sub-processes in 

relation to the planning of operators. The planning of operators is important, since planning 

more operator hours, leads to a higher operational expense.   

For the supervisors of the inbound and outbound department there often exist planning tools 

to deal with the changes in the amount of orders. These tools have to be easy to use without 

much complex formulas, because the supervisors or team leaders that use the tool are often 

not familiar with the various forecasting methods/tools. The planning tools base the amount of 

workload on the amount of orders or the amount of pieces. The tool then calculates the 

amount of operator hours that have to be hired based on processing targets per sub-process 

and the amount of orders or pieces that is filled in by supervisor. The amount of orders or 

pieces that is filled in by the supervisors has to be a forecast, since the information is not known 

before the planning is made. Often supervisors don’t exactly know how to forecast the amount 

of pieces or orders they expect to process. Next to that there are a lot of new and continuously 

changing sub-processes leading to continuously changing processing targets.  

Furthermore the perception in warehouses exists that the operators aren’t all motivated, 

especially the fixed contract operators. However this is often only a perception, since the 

operators aren’t measured or measured based on one variable, while more variables are 

necessary. It is not possible to keep only the fixed contract operators with a good performance, 

while evidence is needed to prove that an operator is not performing well enough to be able to 

fire an operator.  

Also the supervisors and team leaders often find it hard to motivate the fixed contract 

operators to perform at their best. The perception exists that the experienced agency operators 

are often more motivated and have shorter processing times than the fixed contract operators. 

Next to these two distinctions there is a third distinction that can be made, which are the 

inexperienced agency workers. These are either new to the logistics industry or not planned 

much hours due to their lack of motivation.  
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2. RESEARCH PROPOSAL 
In the research proposal the problems that a central distribution center is facing will be 

analyzed (section 2.1) of which a core problem (section 2.2) will be defined. After that the 

research design (section 2.3) will be stated with research questions (section 2.4), research 

assignments (section 2.5), research tasks (section 2.6), a scope (section 2.7) and the timing of 

the research (section 2.8).  

2.1 PROBLEM ANALYSIS IN SPARE PARTS LOGISTICS 
The problems and opportunities shown in the problem description will be analyzed based on 

the opportunities for improvement. 

The influence of the spare parts market developments is a given problem about which the 

managers can do almost nothing, because it is influenced by outside factors on which the 

managers have no control. Therefore this will only be taken into account in the research, but 

not tried to solve. 

The planning tools can be improved. The driver of the amount of hours can be changed if 

necessary. Also the processing targets can be changed. Next to that the forecast of the driver 

can be improved by using the available information in a correct way and if possible gather more 

relevant information than is done at the moment.  

Also the issues about the motivation can be taken a look at. By knowing what drives operators 

to work at their best, it is possible to motivate them better. Next to that their performance can 

be measured by using the right drivers to measure. Comparing the actual performance with the 

desired performance, set by processing targets can lead to better decisions. The operators that 

don’t perform according to the standards can then be motivated to perform according to the 

standards and if this doesn’t work out, fired. For agency operators, it is easy to plan them for 

less hours. 

2.2 CORE PROBLEM 
Managers of distribution centers want to have the operational expense of operators in line with 

changes in the spare parts market with ensuring job security for operators with a fixed contract 

that have a good performance. They want a decision support system that is easy to use and is 

able to deal with the changes in the market. 

2.3 RESEARCH DESIGN 
To solve the core problem a research design is created, which leads to a decision support 

system in three steps, which are shown in figure 1. In the first step the different sub-processes 

have to be designed with its drivers and processing targets. A design is needed for the several 

sub-processes, such that there is one universal way of working for the operators. This design 

should be made such that the operators can be measured based on drivers and compared 

against processing targets. It is important that this can easily be adapted to changes in the 

spare parts market.  
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The second step is to create a forecast of the drivers that are in relation with the amount of 

working hours. Therefore gathering relevant information and using it in a correct way is 

important. It has to be taken into account that the information has to be available, the forecast 

doesn’t take too much time and is not too complex for the supervisors and leading hands. 

Eventually in step three a decision support system for the operator planning should be created 

to help logistic managers in finding an optimal balance between operator motivation and short 

term operational expense. 

 

Figure 1: research design 

2.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The research questions for the research design are stated as follows.  

RQ 1.0  What is the best possible method that can be used to determine the design of the sub-

processes with its drivers and processing targets that can be easily adapted to changes 

in the spare parts market? 

RQ 2.0  What is the best possible method that can be used to create a forecast of the sub-

process drivers taking into account the availability of historical data, the time that is 

needed to generate a forecast and the complexity of the model? 

RQ 3.0  What is the best possible method to create a decision support system for the operator 

planning based on costs and operator motivation? 

2.5 RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT 
This leads to the following research assignments for the research questions: 

RA 1.0  Determine the design of the sub-processes with its drivers and processing targets that 

can be easily adapted to changes in the spare parts market. 

RA 2.0  Develop a forecasting model to forecast the specific sub-process drivers with the 

available data, taking into account the time that is needed to generate a forecast and 

the complexity of the model. 

RA 3.0  Develop a decision support tool that can be used to bring the operator planning in line 

with the changing spare parts market based on operational expense and operator 

motivation. 

Step 1: 

Determine sub-
processes design with 

it's drivers and 
processing targets 

Step 2: 

Create a forecast of 
the sub-process 

drivers 

Step 3:  

Create a decision 
support system for 

the operator planning 
by using costs and 

operator motivation 
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2.6 RESEARCH TASKS 
The tasks to complete the research assignment are: 

RT 1.0  Find information in the literature about designing sub-processes, drivers, processing 

targets, the forecasting of drivers and operator motivation. 

RT 2.0 Develop a general model for logistic managers to create a decision support tool to bring 

the operator planning in line with the changing spare parts market. 

RT 3.0 Provide a case study in which the general model is tested. That means describing the 

current situation of the company in the case, analyzing the company based on the 

general model and developing a decision support tool based on the analysis. 

RT 4.0 Develop a conclusion based on the results of the case study.  

2.7 SCOPE 
The scope of the research project shows what is taken into account within the research. The 

research is done only for the outbound department, because the outbound department is the 

department with the largest amount of operators and the most problems with the planning due 

to fluctuating workload and strict deadlines. Next to that doing this for the outbound 

departments will already take a lot of time. If the project runs smoothly at the outbound 

department, then it should be possible to roll it out to other departments and distribution 

centers, without taking much time.  

2.8 RESEARCH TIMING 
The timing of the research tasks is shown in table 2. 

Table 2: timing of the research tasks 

Activity Timeline (months) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Literature study        

Detailed analysis of the outbound department       

Development of the design of the sub-processes with drivers, 
processing targets and a forecasting model 

      

Development of case study and decision support tool       
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3.  LITERATURE STUDY 
In this chapter a literature study will be shown that gives information about determining sub-

processes, drivers, processing targets (section 3.1), the forecasting of drivers (section 3.2), 

operator planning and motivation (section 3.3). 

3.1 LITERATURE STUDY FOR STEP 1 
Barnes (1968) suggests to execute a motion and time study to collect data about processing 

targets. He uses the motion study to find the preferred method of handling activities. The time 

study is then used to determine the standard time to perform a specific handling activity. 

According to Montgomery et al. (2003) a sample size larger than 30 observations is enough to 

assume a normal distribution and to determine confidence intervals. 

Larco Martinelli (2010) has studied the incorporation of worker-specific factors in a warehouse 

setting. He measured operator performance by executing experiments, which concluded that 

for managers it makes sense to set challenging goals, even if these are beyond the skill level of 

a part of the population given that performance tends to level–off (but not decrease) when the 

skill level (capacity limit) is reached. In fact, managers have two extra reasons to assign 

challenging goals with deadlines as these induce steady state processing targets and more 

reliable, predictable processing rates. Furthermore, if managers want to identify if a goal is 

challenging enough to make operators work to the limits of their skill level, managers can verify 

the presence of a steady work pace. Additionally, in monitoring the progress towards the goal, 

managers may compare actual progress with previous patterns to predict if the goal can be 

attained or not within the deadline. In deciding the goal to assign to a group of 

heterogeneously skilled individuals a manager should try to balance maximum production while 

minimizing frustration for failing to achieve the goal. More stationary and predictable job 

processing targets make planning easier in operational management contexts and make 

processing times more reliable.  

Operators not performing at a steady work pace either have problems with their skill level or 

problems with their motivation. A mix of both is also possible and leads to even a worse 

performance. When selecting the right operator as benchmark, Larco Martinelli (2010) suggests 

using several operators with a steady work pace as the best benchmark. He suggests two 

methods to gather the right data in a warehouse setting. The first and fastest way is to use data 

mining from a database. If this is however not possible due to not having data available or not 

the right data available, then Larco Martinelli (2010) suggests measuring with a stopwatch as 

the second best option. A combination of both methods is a good way to verify the data. If this 

is however not possible, then the expert opinion of an operator should be used to verify the 

data.  

Van Zelst et al. (2006) suggests next to a time and motion study to analyze which processes are 

crucial for the processing time. 
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3.2 LITERATURE STUDY FOR STEP 2 
The book of Nahmias (2004) and Chatfield (2001) address the topic of forecasting in a 

structured way. They show that first the time horizon that needs to be forecasted should be 

determined. Then by looking at the dataset they determine if there are patterns (so called time 

series) available in the data. The patterns that arise most often are either a trend (tendency of 

time series to exhibit a stable pattern of growth or decline, seasonality (seasonal pattern 

repeating at fixed intervals), cycles (similar to seasonality except the length and magnitude may 

vary) and randomness (no recognizable pattern).  

To use the data, it is important that the data are split in an initialization set, an optimization set 

and a validation set such that an optimal amount of data, determined by the initialization set, is 

used to optimize the forecast (Chatfield, 2001). Next to that outliers have to be left out.  

Based on the pattern several forecasting methods are suggested. One simple but popular 

forecasting method is the method of moving averages, which is simply the arithmetic average 

of the most recent N observations. This however lags behind a trend and therefore what is 

often used is exponential smoothing, in which the current forecast is the weighted average of 

the most recent N observations. This however takes more time in order to determine the right 

smoothing factor. If there is a trend in the data, then regression analysis is suggested.   

To evaluate the forecasting models Nahmias (2004) suggests three evaluating methods. The 

forecast error is used to determine either the mean absolute deviation (MAD), the mean 

squared error (MSE) or the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The MAD is often the 

preferred method above the MSE, because it doesn’t require squaring. The method that is not 

dependent on the magnitude of the values of demand is the MAPE. The formulas for the 

forecasting and evaluation methods are shown in appendix A. Hyndman et al. (2008) suggests 

an evaluation method that uses last-like as forecasting method. This method is called mean 

absolute scaled error (MASE) and is a generally applicable measurement of forecast accuracy 

without the problems seen in the other measurements. 
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3.3 LITERATURE STUDY FOR STEP 3 
An article of Larco Martinelli (2010) shows that an operator planning is made based on a certain 

workload taking into account the individual performance and skill levels of the operators. 

Workload is a rather broad concept, but is in most cases defined as either the cumulative 

released work per time period or the cumulative work hours necessary to process the work 

related to a certain time period. Individual performance is perceived by comparing a certain 

norm per job with the actual results of completed jobs per period by an individual. Skill is 

defined as the composite maximum capacity to perform a job. Furthermore the research adds 

that goal setting is most likely to improve task performance when the subjects have sufficient 

ability, feedback is provided to show progress in relation to the goal, rewards such as money 

are given for goal attainment, the manager is supportive and assigned goals are accepted by 

the individual. 

An article of Dermody, Young & Taylor (2004) about recruiting, motivating and retaining a 

talented workforce suggests that a low skilled workforce is primarily attracted to their work by 

money. It states that “the more strongly a worker’s output depends on his level of effort, the 

more closely linked his/her wages should be to the value of what he/she produces”. In other 

words, hourly workers are motivated by cash, and can most effectively be motivated by 

incentive pay programs that have the potential to increase cash wages. In addition it suggests 

that some effective work environment tactics used to fight turnover include introducing 

innovative benefits (such as cash bonuses or non-cash prizes for good performance), flexible 

work schedules, improving training programs, and designing mentoring programs. When 

employees come and go, it disrupts attempts to deliver seamless service. These findings 

suggest that improvement in the areas of promotion, raises and incentives could lead to higher 

levels of job satisfaction among servers. Identifying gaps in employee satisfaction can be 

addressed through a well-defined, concerted effort by managers to connect with their hourly 

workers through education, training and motivation. If managers understand the motivation 

factors it will be easier to create a work atmosphere where motivation flourishes and turnover 

is low. 
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4.  DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAL MODEL 
In this chapter a general model for creating a decision support tool for operator planning at the 

outbound department of spare parts logistics distribution centers will be developed. It should 

give the management of spare parts logistics distribution centers insight in how to make a 

decision about their operator planning based on operational expense and operator motivation. 

The model that will be used will consist of three steps. In the first step the design of the sub-

processes, the drivers and processing targets should be developed (section 4.1). In the second 

step a forecasting model of the drivers should be developed (section 4.2). In the third step a 

decision support tool should be developed to make a decision about the operator planning 

based on operational expense and operator motivation (section 4.3). 
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4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF GENERAL MODEL FOR STEP 1 
To make a decision tool for the operator planning of the outbound department of a spare parts 

logistics distribution center it is necessary to know the various sub-processes that are in place. 

A time and motion study can best be used to get a good feeling about the different sub-

processes and to find the best way to process them (Barnes, 1968). This can best be done by 

operator observation and interviewing key employees for specific sub-processes. The amount 

of sub-processes has to be as few as possible, which means there should only be created a new 

sub-process if the improved performance of the overall forecast compensates for the extra 

complexity of the model.  

If the designs of the sub-processes are made, it is important to find out which variable(s) can be 

used to forecast the workload for the sub-process. These variables or so called drivers should 

be kept track of in order to have data history on which a forecast can be based. Multiple 

regression can best be used to pick the right driver, however in most of the cases analyzing the 

process and if needed comparing the graphs of the few drivers to choose from is enough to 

determine the best driver. 

Now it’s important that processing targets are bound to the sub-processes. These targets 

should be specific and realistic (Larco Martinelli, 2010). The targets can be determined in two 

ways according to Larco Martinelli (2010). The best and fastest way is to use data that have 

been recorded. If these data are not available then a stopwatch can best be used to determine 

the targets. The targets should be based on a steady work pace (Larco Martinelli, 2010). 

Therefore it is important that only operators with a steady work pace should be observed for 

setting up the targets. These operators can be found by observing the performance of the 

operators. Operators that have steady processing rates and a high skill level, can then be 

described as operators with a steady work pace (Larco Martinelli, 2010). The amount of 

observations is at least 30 for each sub-process (Montgomery et al., 2003). Next to that the 

observations need to be checked on normality, which can be done by visual inspection. 

The first step can be summarized as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Get to know the different sub-processes. The amount of sub-processes has to be as few 

as possible. There should only be created a new sub-process if the improved 

performance of the overall forecast compensates for the extra complexity of the model. 

2. Design the sub-processes in the best possible way by executing a time and motion study. 

3. Find out which drivers can best be used to forecast. Multiple regression can best be used 

for this, however in most of the cases analyzing the process and if needed comparing the 

graphs of the few drivers to choose from is enough to determine the best driver. 

4. Measure processing targets that are specific and realistic by either data analysis 

(preferred) or stopwatch measurements (if data is not available). The targets should be 

based on a steady work pace. The amount of observations is at least 30 for each sub-

process (Montgomery et al., 2003) and have to be checked on normality, which can be 

done by visual inspection. 
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4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF GENERAL MODEL FOR STEP 2 
If there is already a forecasting model available, then it is always good to compare this with the 

forecasting models described below, because a good forecast can lead to a much more 

accurate operator planning. To forecast the drivers of the various sub-processes it is important 

to have information about drivers on which the forecast can be based. This is often available via 

the warehouse management system. These data then have to be analyzed and possibly 

converted to come up with a forecasting model. Often there is inaccurate information recorded 

about bank holidays or days on which extra orders are processed. These are for instance days 

like Christmas and Easter. By making notes of these days and taking them out of the forecast, 

the forecast can be improved, because these exceptions are then left out of the forecast. 

Therefore it is necessary to make notes about these exceptional days to make an adapted 

forecast for these days.  

The literature (Nahmias, 2004) suggests to first determine the time horizon before looking for 

patterns in the data. If there is a pattern visible, then it is important that this pattern is taken 

into account in the forecasting model. To make a good forecasting model, the data has to be 

split in an initialization, an optimization and a validation set such that an optimal amount of 

data, determined by the initialization set, is used to optimize the forecast (Chatfield, 2001).  

Nahmias (2004) suggests several forecasting methods and evaluation methods. Moving 

average, exponential smoothing and regression analysis can be used to forecast, while MAD, 

MSE, MAPE and MASE (Hyndman et al., 2008) can be used to evaluate the performance of the 

forecasting model. 

What has to be taken into account when a forecasting model will be chosen is the accuracy of 

the forecast, the time necessary to make a forecast and the complexity of the model. The 

management has to decide based on a trade-off of these three factors, which forecasting model 

is chosen. 

The second step can be summarized as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Analyze the current forecasting model.  

2. Gather available data, convert it and leave out outliers. Determine the time horizon of 

the forecast and look for patterns in the dataset. Split the dataset in an initialization, an 

optimization and a validation set. 

3. Use moving average, exponential smoothing and/or regression analysis to create new 

forecasting models. 

4. Evaluate the performance of the current forecasting model and the new forecasting 

models by using either MAD, MSE, MAPE or MASE dependent on the pros and cons of 

each evaluation method.  

5. Decide which forecasting model will be used for the forecast based on a trade-off taking 

into account the performance, the complexity and the time necessary to make a 

forecast. 
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4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF GENERAL MODEL FOR STEP 3 
Now a decision support model should be created, which supports the management in the 

amount of operator hours to plan. Management should use a mix of both a cost-based model 

and a motivation-based model to decide on the most suitable planning. 

The decision support model should first include information for the supervisor and team 

leaders to find out the amount of time necessary to process the workload (Larco Martinelli, 

2010). If the forecast isn’t accurate enough, then it is necessary to take into account 

uncertainty. This factor has to be calculated on a weekly basis, since the planning changes on a 

weekly basis. 

The tool should also include information about the fixed operator hours that are hired (Larco 

Martinelli, 2010). For the fixed operator hours a planning for a week is possible to make, except 

for unexpected illness. A weekly basis is best, because operators are then timely informed 

about their planning instead of planning on a daily basis. It is however not possible to plan on a 

monthly basis, since the time to process all orders is determined on a weekly basis. 

Next to this the current operator performance and motivation of all operators needs to be 

taken into account (Larco Martinelli, 2010). By including this information the hired operator 

hours are corrected for the fact that not all operators meet the processing targets. A factor 

between 0 and 1, for instance 0.9, can be used to include the operator performance and 

motivation. The current operator performance and motivation should be determined on a 

monthly basis for the fixed operators and the experienced agency operators, since this doesn’t 

change on a daily or weekly basis except for injuries. For the inexperienced agency operators 

the current operator performance and motivation should be determined on a weekly basis, 

since some of them can learn very fast, which however can’t be noticed on a daily basis.  

The cost of agency operator hours in euros has to be included also (Dermody, Young & Taylor, 

2004). To find an optimal balance between short-term agency operator costs and long term 

operator motivation a choice has to be made by the higher management. They have to decide 

on which long term service level in percentages the supervisor and team leaders (= department 

management) have to plan their agency operator hours. In this decision has to be taken into 

account that a higher long term service level leads to a higher operational expense. The service 

level has to be determined on a monthly basis, to make it possible to review the operator 

planning. It should determine the minimum service level of one week. That means if the higher 

management strives a 90% service level based on the operator planning, then the expected 

service based on the planning of the outbound department is 90% over a whole week. A week 

is chosen, since this leaves time for the outbound department to improve their planning based 

on the target instead of a daily basis. A monthly basis would on the contrary contradict the 

weekly operator planning.  
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The decision support system wants to minimize the short term costs related to hiring agency 

operators in the first part (∑ ℎ𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑤𝑖 ). This can only be minimized if the long term service level (= 

α) is met on a weekly basis. That means it there is a possibility to plan under the expected long 

term service level on a daily basis, but the service level has to be met on a weekly (= 5 working 

days) basis. To make sure the service level is met on a weekly basis, the service level has to be 

added together for 5 working days and then divided by 5 to get the service level for one week.  

The service level for one working day is calculated by checking what the chance is that the 

uncertainty in the forecasted amount of time to process the workload (= P(Ɛtotal)) is smaller than 

the amount of operator hours hired ∑(ℎ𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝐻𝑖) multiplied by their current performance and 

motivation (=𝑒𝑖) minus the forecasted amount of time necessary to process all orders (= Ftotal). 

In modelling language the decision support system looks like as shown in table 3. 

Table 3: Modelling language of the operator planning tool with determination period. 

Description Modelling 
language 

Determination 
period 

The forecasted amount of time in hours to process the workload. Ftotal Weekly 

The uncertainty in hours to process the workload. Ɛtotal Weekly 

The fixed operator hours is shown as the amount of operator 
hours to be hired per operator. 

Hi Weekly 

The current operator performance and motivation. ei Monthly  

The long term service level in percentages. α Monthly  

The agency operator hours are split in: the amount of agency 
operator hours to be hired per operator (= hi) and the amount of 
agency operators to hire (= xi). 

hixi Weekly 

The cost of one agency operator hour in euros. w Yearly 
 

This leads to the following decision support system: 

 

 

 

 

  

Minimize: ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑤𝑖 . 

Such that: 
∑ (𝑃(∈𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)< ∑ (ℎ𝑖𝑥𝑖+𝐻𝑖)𝑒𝑖𝑖 −(𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙))5

1

5
≥ 𝛼. 
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Now the department management can decide about the planning of the agency operator hours 

based on the long term service level, the fixed operator hours, the forecast of the time 

necessary to process the workload and the current operator performance and motivation. The 

supervisor and team leaders thought on the short term agency operator hours can best be 

modeled by a greedy heuristic, which hires the best performing agency operators first. This is 

because then less agency operator hours have to be hired. Since the agency operators that 

aren’t hired or hired not long enough according to them will try to find another job to get the 

money they need. This will result in a long term pool size of agency operators that gets very 

small. These penalty costs are however hard to express. Therefore the decision is made to let 

supervisor and team leaders plan more or less agency hours than necessary to meet the service 

level on a daily basis. They can also choose not to hire according to the greedy heuristic in order 

to spread the hours over a larger pool size, however they have to meet the service level set by 

the higher management at the end of the week. 

The third step can be summarized as follows: 

 

  

1. Start creating the decision support system with a forecast of the time necessary to 

process the workload. Include an uncertainty factor if this is necessary. 

2. Determine the current operator performance and motivation in relation to the 

processing targets based on measurements and operator observation. Include this factor 

in the decision support system in combination with the planning of the fixed operator 

hours to get the effective fixed operator hours. 

3. Include the cost of one agency operator hour in euros in the decision support system and 

let the higher management decide about the long term service level the department 

management has to use for their planning. 

4. Let the department management decide about the planning of the agency operator 

hours based on the decision support system. 
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5.  ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION BASED ON A CASE STUDY AT UPS 
In this chapter a case study based on a detailed analysis of the outbound department will be 

given observed in June and July 2016. A start will be made with a more specialized detailed 

description of the current sub-processes, drivers and processing targets (section 5.1), the 

current forecasting of the drivers (section 5.2) and the current operator planning (5.3). 

5.1 CURRENT SUB-PROCESSES DESIGN, DRIVERS AND PROCESSING TARGETS 
The industry in which Dell is operating is changing significantly due to the longer lifetime of 

original parts and less computer sales due to the upcoming of tablets. UPS SCS offers services 

that cover the whole logistics chain from the manufacturer to the end user, including client 

service and after sales services.  

The current warehouse management system at the CDC in Herkenbosch is called cross dock 

manager version 5.0 (CDMV). The warehouse management system works with a fast mover 

classification to determine the desired stock levels of the various low shelve locations in the 

outbound area. This is based on the outbound demand in pieces and orders during 26 weeks 

(half year). The fast mover classification is made to place the fast movers (spare parts with a 

high demand) at locations in the distribution center that are close to the packing station to 

minimize walking distances. The lower the demand of the spare part, the further it is placed 

away from the packing station. The spare parts are classified as shown in table 1. As can be 

seen the fast mover 0 (FM 0) and fast mover 1 (FM 1) parts take care of 80% of the orders at 

the CDC and are therefore placed closest to the packing station. The FM 2 parts take care of 

10% of the orders and are placed third closest to the packing station. The FM 3 till FM 9 parts 

only take care of 10% of the orders and are placed on locations even further away from the 

packing station. 

Table 1: fast mover classification of spare parts 

Classification Pieces  Orders Comment Percentage of 
total amount of 
orders 

FM 0   > 300  80% 

FM 1 > 100 > 85  

FM 2 > 18 > 13  10% 

FM 3      New products 10% 

FM 4   > 2  

FM 5      Not in use 

FM 6      Not in use 

FM 7   ≤ 2  

FM 8 = 0 = 0 No outbound demand within last 26 weeks 

FM 9 = 0 = 0 No outbound demand within last 52 weeks 
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The walking distance is based on the routing scheme that is made for the low shelve locations. 

For the internal replenishment department, which refills the stock levels of the single spare 

parts in the low shelves area, the routing starts at the packing station (start 1 in figure 3) and 

looks like shown in figure 3 for Hall D, which contains the low shelves of FM 1 until FM 6 parts. 

Hall C contains the FM 7 until FM 9 slow mover spare parts. The locations in Hall C are bigger in 

size, which leads to longer walking distances. 

 
Figure 3: routing scheme internal replenishment in Hall D 
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If we take a look at the outbound department of the CDC, we see very diverse sub-processes 

operated by a lot of experienced operators. There are mainly two different types of orders 

classified by UPS at the outbound department in March 2016: 

- Replenishment: orders delivered to the local and regional distribution centers with Dell 

spare parts, to keep the stock up to the right level. Replenishment orders are priority 2 

orders. 

- Next Business Day (NBD): orders coming from the distribution network of Dell, which have 

next business day delivery. The NBD orders are priority 1 orders.     

The replenishment orders are known at the start of the day for all of the  destinations. Most of 

the spare parts are collected (= picked) with a scanner and a box placed on a pallet truck. The 

pallet truck is then moved through the aisles. For the destinations with a lot of orders, the spare 

parts are collected by zone picking, because this is more efficient due to the fact that more than 

one tour through the CDC is necessary to pick all spare parts. The other destinations are picked 

by making one tour through the CDC for a specific destination. For some destinations extra 

handlings are necessary. The amount of orders for every replenishment destination is 

dependent on whether there is a replenishment upload for that specific destination or not. A 

normal replenishment order fills up the stock levels of the regional and local distribution 

centers. When there is a replenishment upload for a specific destination, the stock levels have 

changed by Dell for that specific destination. This leads to more stock that has to be 

replenished, because the CDC sends stock when the stock levels are too low. For every 

destination this upload is once a week. The moment on which these replenishment uploads 

take place for every destination is planned on Friday for the coming week. 

The NBD orders arrive during the day for different destinations until the deadline at 5 pm. The 

spare parts are picked on a trolley and placed on a conveyor belt (= part of the packing station). 

At the conveyor belt the spare parts are labelled and eventually they get sorted out based on 

their destination by using a flow rack. For every destination on this flow rack a box or a bag is 

used to pack the spare parts. The destinations all have their truck cutoff times, which requires 

that some spare parts have to be processed earlier in order to meet the truck cutoff times. The 

orders are printed on pick sheets by using priority picking. That means that orders close to the 

deadline are printed on pick sheets before printing orders far from the deadline. 
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The current processing targets state that it is possible to process 51.1 pieces per hour by an 

outbound operator. This is based on a distribution of the types of orders and processing target 

measurements for the types of orders shown in table 4.  

If we take an NBD order and walk through the three sub-processes then one piece takes 

(3600/90.0 + 3600/120.0 + 3600/120.0) = 100.0 seconds. This implicates a target of 3600/100 = 

36.0 pieces per hour. That means for an NBD piece this target is high.  

If we take a replenishment order and walk through the three sub-processes then one piece 

takes (3600/130.0 + 3600/260.0 + 3600/780.0) = 46.2 seconds. This implicates a target of 

3600/46.2 = 78.0 pieces per hour. That means for an replenishment pieces this target is low.  

With the fraction taken into account one overall outbound order takes (0.451*100.0 + 

0.549*46.2) = 70.5 seconds this implicates a target of 51.1 pieces per hour. 

However the measurements have never been measured since 2008, while the designs of the 

sub-processes have changed. Due to the changes of demand in the market, the sub-processes 

need a new distribution of the types of orders, up to date processing targets and up to date 

drivers. The processing targets for the sub-processes are different for every type of order. For 

the picking sub-process picked with a scanner there is a database available, which can be 

transformed with MS Excel. For the pick sheet picking sub-process and the other sub-processes 

there is no database available. 

Table 4: current sub-processes, drivers and processing target measurements executed in August 2008 

Order type Sub-process Processing target (#pieces per hour) Fraction 

NBD Picking NBD 90.0 45.1% 

  Packing NBD 120.0 45.1% 

  Sorting NBD 120.0 45.1% 

Replenishment Picking Replenishment 130.0 54.9% 

  Packing Replenishment 260.0 54.9% 

  Sorting Replenishment 780.0 54.9% 

Outbound Overall Outbound Overall 51.1 100.0% 

 

5.2 CURRENT FORECASTING OF THE DRIVERS 
There is no forecasting of the drivers at the moment. There is only a forecast of the amount of 

operator hours that are necessary based on the experience of the supervisor and team leaders. 

It has been measured that UPS has 24 special shipping days per year. For these special shipping 

days like Christmas or Easter a forecast is made based on gut feeling, because the information 

on which these days take place isn’t recorded. For replenishment orders the current forecasting 

method can be compared with last like, while for NBD orders exponential smoothing is the 

most similar. 
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5.3 CURRENT OPERATOR PLANNING 
The planning is made based on the expert opinion of the supervisor and team leaders of the 

outbound department on a daily basis. They take into account the planning of the 

replenishment uploads for the amount of operators they hire each day. The outbound 

department works in shifts. There is a morning shift with operators working from 8.00 AM until 

5.00 PM and an evening shift with operators working from 11.30 AM until 8.30 PM. The 

operator planning at the outbound department is at the moment quite level with a fixed 

number of operators per day. That means that for the fixed operators there is a fixed planning 

on which they are planned for one week in the morning shift and one week in the evening shift. 

However some UPS operators only work in the morning shift, since these are allocated to 

perform specific sub-processes.  

Next to that there is a huge difference between the planning of the long term higher 

management and the daily middle management of UPS. The long term higher management 

uses an average mix of sub-processes and processing targets to make decisions about the costs 

and planning as logistic service provider for Dell. The average mix fluctuates a lot on a daily 

basis for several sub-processes and can therefore not be used by the daily middle management 

for the planning. A good example of this are bulk shipments that bring UPS a lot of money, 

while UPS is paid for every piece it ships. However the workload addressed to the bulk 

shipment is rather low. Therefore it is important to base the daily planning by the middle 

management on the mix of sub-processes that has to be done on a daily basis instead of the 

money UPS receives for the pieces shipped that day.  

Agency operators are planned to get to the desired amount of operators on each day. It is 

possible to plan agency operators between 3 and 8 hours per day. Direct working hours of 

agency operators are estimated to be €18,50 per direct working hour. Agency operators can be 

send home earlier if there is not enough work for them. For example, beforehand the 

supervisor plans them to work for 8 hours, while they are send home after 6 hours. This results 

in demotivation, which needs to be taken into account on the long term. They can also be asked 

to work more hours than planned. For example, beforehand the supervisor plans them to work 

for 6 hours, while they are later on asked to work for 8 hours. The agency operators have the 

possibility to refuse these extra hours based on their availability, but this will of course have 

consequences for them to be hired on the long term. For the agency operators there are also 

travelling costs, which will not be taken into account given the relative low magnitude of the 

compensation.  
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At the moment, the agency company decides which agency operators are hired, however UPS 

can input their preferences for some of the operators. A few years ago UPS had an own pool of 

agency operators, however this project failed. Therefore the higher management has decided 

to let three agency companies decide about the pool size. It can be smart that the supervisor 

and team leaders can decide about the hired agency operators and let the agency company 

fulfill a pay rolling function. The supervisor and team leaders see the agency operators on a 

daily basis and therefore have the best insight in their capabilities. If this results in an additional 

fee, then this can be less beneficial, however the effect of this is not taken into account. 

On the motivational aspect the current input comes from the interviews with the supervisor, 

the team leaders and the operators themselves. This is based on experience rather than facts. 

The supervisors and team leaders try to motivate the agency operators by planning them 

enough hours, which is good. The UPS operators are motivated by receiving compliments when 

performing well. There are currently only performance measurements for operators that pick 

with a scanner. These reports show the amount of orders processed by every operator on a 

daily basis. These measurements don’t give a good overview of the operators that perform 

according to the processing targets and the operators that do not perform according to the 

processing targets. Because operators that process easy to process orders, process a lot more 

orders than the operators that process complex to process orders. That means that if the 

management of UPS wants to measure the operator performance they need more than only 

the amount of orders as a variable to measure the performance. They also need the batch size. 
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6.  CASE STUDY AT UPS: MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 
In this chapter a model will be implemented that is in line with the changing market situation at 

UPS. Therefore the design of the sub-processes with its drivers and processing targets will be 

updated (section 6.1). Next to that a model will be developed to forecast the drivers of the sub-

processes. This will be done for replenishment and NBD orders (section 6.2). Thereafter the 

performance and motivation of the operators will be measured to develop the tool based on 

the information that needs to be taken into account (section 6.3).  

6.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP 1 
With the information from chapter 5 the first step of the general model can now be 

implemented. It is necessary to update the sub-process design, because the current sub-

processes design, drivers and processing targets measured in 2008 are outdated due to the 

changes in the market. Time and motion studies have been performed to determine the 

updated sub-processes. Then a look has been taken to find the optimal way of working for the 

sub-processes. This led to a new sub-process design with several improvements in the 

warehouse layout leading to shorter walking distances, which will not be further discussed in 

this report. Based on the insights of these motion studies a process flow of replenishment 

orders could be updated.  

The replenishment picking sub-process is split up in scanner zone picking Hall D with a batch 

size of more than 200 orders, scanner batch picking Hall D with a batch size between 51 and 

200 orders, scanner batch picking with a batch size between 0 and 50 orders and scanner batch 

picking Hall C. This has been split up, because the processing targets differ due to different 

walking distances. Next to that the replenishment picking is now done with a scanner, which 

wasn’t the case in 2008. 

The replenishment packing is split up in prepare replenishment box, pack replenishment high 

shelves orders and close replenishment box. This has been done, because the replenishment 

picking process has changed from picking with a trolley to picking into box. Next to that the 

high shelves orders take much time to pack and therefore deserve a separate sub-process. 

The replenishment sorting doesn’t take place anymore for the replenishment orders, since the 

orders are now packed directly into the box.  

Due to the changes in the market for different replenishment destinations extra handlings are 

necessary for several destinations:  

 For several destinations all spare parts need to be labelled separately.  

 For several destinations it has to be checked if the order is refurbished (re-used). 

 Every replenishment box needs to be labelled with different labels based on the content. 

 A lot of replenishment destinations now need to be validated (checked if the right parts are 

in the box based on the weight). 
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The new process flow for replenishment orders then looks as shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: process flow of replenishment sub-processes  

The design of the sub-processes for replenishment orders is shown in table 5. 

Table 5: Sub-process design of replenishment orders updated in June 2016 

Replenishment Sub-process Design 

Scanner Zone Picking Hall D 
(with a batch size of >200 Orders) 

Move with a prepared replenishment box on a pallet truck and a 
picking scanner through the aisles in a zone of Hall D and pick the 
orders appearing on the scanner screen. 

Scanner Batch Picking Hall D 
(with a batch size of 51-200 Orders) 

Move with a prepared replenishment box on a pallet truck and a 
picking scanner through the aisles in Hall D and pick the orders 
appearing on the scanner screen. 

Scanner Batch Picking Hall D 
(with a batch size of 0-50 Orders) 

Move with a prepared replenishment box on a pallet truck and a 
picking scanner through the aisles in Hall D and pick the orders 
appearing on the scanner screen. 

Scanner Batch Picking Hall C 

Move with a prepared replenishment box on a pallet truck and a 
picking scanner through the aisles in Hall C and pick the orders 
appearing on the scanner screen. 

Pack Replenishment High Shelves 
Order 

Place and scan the high shelves parts from the high shelves drop-
off point inside the prepared replenishment box. 

Label Replenishment Order 
Label the replenishment parts with a label coming out of the 
printer before putting them into a replenishment box. 

Refurbished Check Replenishment 
Order 

Open the spare part box with a knife, read on the label if the part 
is refurbished (if this is the case, then continue until you find a 
part that isn’t refurbished) and close the spare part box. 

Prepare Replenishment Box 
Take a box carton of the right size, fold it, place it on a pallet truck 
and scan the right replenishment country label.  

Close Replenishment Box 

Scan the close box code, check if there are no high shelves parts 
left, weigh the replenishment box and close the replenishment 
box. 

Label Replenishment Box  
Stick the right labels on the closed replenishment box dependent 
on the spare parts inside the closed replenishment box. 

Bring Replenishment Box to 
Validation  

Move with a closed replenishment box on a pallet truck from the 
packing station to the validation station. 
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The NBD picking sub-process is split up in pick sheet priority picking Hall D and pick sheet 

priority picking Hall C. This has been split up, because the pick sheet priority picking in Hall C 

takes much more time than the pick sheet priority picking in Hall D due to the longer aisles. The 

NBD packing and NBD sorting sub-process stayed the same. Due to the changes in the market 

for different destinations extra handlings are necessary: 

 The NBD orders now need to be labelled. 

 There is one person that prints the orders on pick sheets and makes sure there is enough 

work for the operators, which was previously done by the team leaders. 

 There is one person addressed to process the big box orders. 

The new process flow for replenishment orders then looks as shown in figure 5. 

Pick sheet 
Priority Picking 

Hall D

Pick sheet 
Priority Picking  

Hall C

Label NBD 
Order

Sort NBD 
Order

Print NBD 
Order

Pack NBD 
Order 

Process NBD 
Big Box Order

 

Figure 5: process flow of NBD sub-processes 

The design of the sub-processes for NBD orders is shown in table 6. 

Table 6: Sub-processes design of NBD orders updated in June 2016 

NBD Sub-process Design 

Pick sheet Priority Picking Hall D Move with a trolley and a pick sheet through the aisles in Hall D and pick 
the orders shown on the pick sheet. 

Pick sheet Priority Picking Hall C Move with a trolley and a pick sheet through the aisles in Hall C and pick 
the orders shown on the pick sheet. 

Label NBD Order Label the NBD orders with a label coming out of the printer and put it on 
the conveyor belt. 

Sort NBD Order Place the NBD orders from the conveyor belt in the right location 
window of the flow rack. 

Pack NBD Order  Place and scan the NBD order of one location window in a separate bag 
or box. 

Print NBD Order Print NBD orders on a pick sheet in a smart way to minimize walking 
distances 

Process NBD Big Boxes Order Label and pack big box orders that don´t fit into the flow rack. 
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For the new sub-process design the drivers can be determined. Based on the analysis of the 

graphs of the amount of orders, the amount of locations, the amount of pieces and the amount 

of boxes a choice is made for every sub-process. This resulted in the drivers shown in table 7 

and 8. 

Now it is time to measure the processing targets, since these were outdated. The new 

measurements have been done based on data and by using a stopwatch. For scanner picking in 

Hall D it is possible to look at a database of picking processing time reports. The picking 

processing reports of operators performing at a steady work pace have been used to determine 

the processing targets. These reports have been verified by stopwatch measurements.  

For all the other sub-processes there are no accurate data available. Therefore the processing 

targets for the different packing methods are based on stopwatch measurements instead of 

data analysis. These measurements were done by following various steady work pace operators 

when they were working without a scanner and measuring them with a stopwatch. These 

measurements took about one month. The measurements have been performed in July 2016 

and are verified by the expert opinion of the supervisor and team leaders of the outbound 

department. Outliers due to helping other employees have been left out of the measurements. 

The amount of observations is at least 30 for each sub-process (Montgomery et al., 2003). They 

have been tested and approved on normality based on visual inspection via a histogram. The 

various sub-processes with processing targets of the replenishment orders and NBD orders are 

shown in table 7 and table 8 respectively.  

Sometimes the number of observations differs from 30. For the scanner picking in Hall D, this is 

because the observations are from data instead of stopwatch measurements. Furthermore it is 

important to note that the picking in Hall D is the sub-process with the largest contribution to 

the total processing time. Therefore optimizing this process is crucial.  
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Table 7: processing targets for replenishment orders updated in July 2016 

Replenishment sub-process 

Number of 
observations Driver per 

minute 

95% 
confidence 
interval 

Scanner Zone Picking Hall D (with a batch size of >200 Orders) 20000 2.0 orders 1.9 and 2.1 

Scanner Batch Picking Hall D (with a batch size of 51-200 Orders) 20000 1.8 orders 1.7 and 1.9 

Scanner Batch Picking Hall D (with a batch size of 0-50 Orders) 10000 1.6 orders 1.5 and 1.7 

Scanner Replenishment Picking Hall C 30 1.0 orders 0.5 and 1.5 

Pack Replenishment High Shelves Order 30 2.0 orders 1.0 and 3.0 

Refurbished Check Replenishment Order 30 1.0 orders 0.5 and 1.5 

Label Replenishment Order 30 2.0 orders 1.5 and 2.5 

Prepare Replenishment Box 30 0.2 boxes 0.1 and 0.3 

Close Replenishment Box 30 0.2 boxes 0.1 and 0.3 

Bring Replenishment Box to Validation 30 0.2 boxes 0.1 and 0.3 

Label Replenishment Box 30 0.2 boxes 0.1 and 0.3 

Table 8: processing targets for NBD orders updated in July 2016 

NBD sub-process Number of observations Driver per minute 95% confidence 
interval 

Pick sheet Picking NBD Hall D  2000 2.0 orders 1.9 and 2.1 

Pick sheet Picking NBD Hall C  30 1.0 orders 0.5 and 1.5 

Label NBD Order 30 1.8 orders 1.6 and 2.0 

Sort NBD Order 30 6.0 orders 5.0 and 7.0 

Pack NBD Order 30 4.0 orders 3.0 and 5.0 

Print NBD Order 30 8.0 orders 7.0 and 9.0 

Process NBD Big Box Order 30 12.0 orders 11.0 and 13.0 
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6.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP 2 
For replenishment orders the current forecasting method can be compared with last like, while 

for NBD orders exponential smoothing is the most similar as shown in chapter 5.2. First a 

forecasting model for replenishment orders will be developed. Then the forecasting model for 

NBD orders will be developed. Based on the data available and the drivers that have to be 

forecasted, which are the amount of orders and boxes, conversion factors have to be used. 

These conversion factors are shown in table 9.  

Table 9: conversion factors for replenishment orders updated in July 2016 

 Number of observations Conversion factor 95% confidence interval 

Pallet box 200 120.0 orders per box 100.0 and 140.0 

RTV7 box 200 30.0 orders per box 20.0 and 40.0 

1033 box 200 20.0 orders per box 10.0 and 30.0 

Hal D orders 28000 93.0 % of the orders 91.0 and 95.0 

Hal C orders 28000 3.0 % of the orders 1.0 and 5.0 

High shelve orders 28000 4.0 % of the orders 2.0 and 6.0 

  

To calculate the amount of boxes necessary for every replenishment destination it is necessary 

to know that there are different box sizes used for the different destinations. Every destination 

has its own maximum box size based on the shipment conditions and the conditions in the 

regional/local distribution center. The maximum box size can either be a pallet box, a RTV 7 box 

or a 1033 box. For a pallet box the average amount of orders placed into a box is 120, while for 

an RTV 7 box this is 30 and for a 1033 box the average amount is 20. That means if the amount 

of orders for a replenishment country is forecasted, then the amount of boxes can be 

forecasted as well. 

The forecast for the amount of replenishment orders has to be determined for every single 

destination that has to be processed, since the picking of replenishment orders is dependent on 

the batch size as shown in section 6.1. Next to this it has the benefit that a processing time can 

be developed for every single destination, which makes it easier to plan and measure the 

performance of operators. 

A look has been taken at a random destination, which is in this case Dubai, to get a feeling 

about how to forecast the amount of replenishment orders for every destination. In table 10 

data are shown of 90 days of order history. To keep this forecast accurate, recent data have to 

be used. Therefore 90 working days are used as data to get a good forecast. More working days 

would lead to overseeing trends. Less working days would lead to a dataset that is too small to 

split up. In this case 90 days is 18 weeks, because Dubai is processed every working day. That 

means 80% of the working days, which is 72 working days should be normal replenishment days 

and 20% of the working days should be upload replenishment days, which is 18 working days. 

This only holds if there are no special bank holidays, which we assume in this case. When all the 

days with an amount of orders above 200 are upload days, then 80/20 ratio holds, which means 

it is known what days are upload days and what days are normal replenishment days.  
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Table 10: order history of Dubai replenishment orders 

Day Orders Day Orders Day Orders Day Orders 

04-May-16 303 04-Jun-16 83 07-Jul-16 154 14-Aug-16 68 

05-May-16 103 05-Jun-16 166 08-Jul-16 91 17-Aug-16 66 

06-May-16 74 08-Jun-16 162 09-Jul-16 381 18-Aug-16 128 

07-May-16 98 09-Jun-16 275 10-Jul-16 119 19-Aug-16 89 

08-May-16 86 10-Jun-16 102 13-Jul-16 83 20-Aug-16 211 

11-May-16 232 11-Jun-16 124 14-Jul-16 105 21-Aug-16 93 

12-May-16 108 12-Jun-16 148 15-Jul-16 317 24-Aug-16 121 

13-May-16 244 15-Jun-16 128 16-Jul-16 80 25-Aug-16 124 

14-May-16 84 16-Jun-16 259 17-Jul-16 84 26-Aug-16 194 

15-May-16 78 17-Jun-16 109 20-Jul-16 25 27-Aug-16 79 

18-May-16 77 18-Jun-16 123 21-Jul-16 255 28-Aug-16 83 

19-May-16 105 19-Jun-16 151 22-Jul-16 79 31-Aug-16 70 

20-May-16 103 22-Jun-16 89 23-Jul-16 76 01-Sep-16 131 

21-May-16 130 23-Jun-16 112 24-Jul-16 78 02-Sep-16 247 

22-May-16 101 24-Jun-16 273 27-Jul-16 19 03-Sep-16 90 

25-May-16 28 25-Jun-16 110 28-Jul-16 229 04-Sep-16 110 

26-May-16 153 26-Jun-16 72 29-Jul-16 53 07-Sep-16 102 

27-May-16 421 29-Jun-16 90 30-Jul-16 86 08-Sep-16 241 

28-May-16 101 30-Jun-16 119 31-Jul-16 78 09-Sep-16 97 

29-May-16 93 01-Jul-16 99 10-Aug-16 116 10-Sep-16 107 

01-Jun-16 86 02-Jul-16 122 11-Aug-16 266 11-Sep-16 121 

02-Jun-16 106 03-Jul-16 338 12-Aug-16 97   

03-Jun-16 274 06-Jul-16 86 13-Aug-16 85   

 

The same approach as described above can be done for every replenishment destination to get 

to know which part of the orders is from a normal replenishment day and which part of the 

orders is from an upload replenishment day. The time horizon of the forecast is 5 days, with 

buckets of 1 day, because the planning of replenishment uploads is done on Friday before the 

start of a new working week.  

The data can then be split in three sets: an initialization set to determine the optimal amount of 

data to use for the forecast; an optimization set to use the optimal amount of data for the 

forecast and check which method performs best; a validation set to validate the data against. 

After the split a forecast for all the replenishment destinations with the single exponential 

smoothing and the moving average method can be made. These methods will be compared 

against each other by using the MAPE method, because this method is not dependent on the 

values of demand. They will also be compared against the current forecasting (last-like) based 

on the MASE method, because Hyndman et al. (2008) suggests this.  
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It is important that the 24 special shipping days per year are taken into account in the 

forecasting model. Next to this the forecasting model should not be too complex for the 

supervisor and team leaders. The forecast, which should be done on Friday for the next week, 

shouldn´t take more than 60 minutes time per week. It is done on Friday such that it doesn´t 

have to be started up on a daily basis, which saves time and leads to only one moment on 

which the planning has to be discussed. It should only take a maximum of 60 minutes, because 

otherwise it is due to timing not feasible according to the supervisor and team leaders.  

UPS has set no target on the forecast accuracy, however for replenishment destinations with 

large amount of orders (more than 200 on average) an inaccurate forecast leads to bigger 

mistakes in the planning. Dell allows UPS to process the replenishment uploads whenever they 

want as long as it is processed in five days. This offers possibilities to smooth the workload 

related to upload replenishments over the week. This can result in a more fixed planning and 

the same amount of hours necessary on every day of the week, which results in a constant 

workforce with less flexibility necessary. This is positive for the long term motivation. 

For all the depots a forecast has been made with both forecasting models. In table 11 the 

optimal amount of data, the MAPE and the MASE values are shown for the critical and high 

impact destinations. Mistakes in the forecast of the amount of orders of these destinations lead 

to crucial mistakes in the planning, because these destinations have above 195 orders on 

average. A mistake of 10% on a destination with 195 orders is of course bigger than a mistake 

of 10% on a destination with only 20 orders on average. 

Table 11:MASE and MAPE of last-like and moving average forecasting methods of important destinations 

Depot 
Code 

Normal Amount 
of Orders 

Upload Amount 
of Orders Impact MASE 

MAPE Moving 
Average 

MAPE Single 
Exponential 
Smoothing 

91093 645.6 1237.2 Critical 11.37 7.31 (N = 15) 6.79 (α = 0,20) 

91098 341.7 700.1 Critical 16.08 13.38 (N = 26) 12.55 (α = 0,25) 

91707 282.1 576.5 Critical 28.14 19.20 (N = 26) 18.10 (α = 0,20) 

91150 716.4 1318.1 Critical 19.49 11.96 (N = 23) 11.22 (α = 0,35) 

91091 97.9 291.5 High 23.49 20.61 (N = 28) 20.32 (α = 0,30) 

91101 94.1 230.8 High 14.21 11.92 (N = 27) 11.18 (α = 0,20) 

91128 59.3 198.7 High 30.64 16.97 (N = 23) 15.15 (α = 0,30) 

91640 103.7 337.3 High 63.54 66.72 (N = 29) 63.81 (α = 0,40) 
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What can be seen is that the forecast of the single exponential smoothing method and the 

moving average method perform much better than the current forecasting method based on 

the MAPE and MASE values. The moving average method performs almost as good as the single 

exponential smoothing method. Next to the performance, it is important that the special 

shipping days can be handled easily. With moving average the special shipping days can be  

taken out of the forecast when the special shipping day is noticed. With exponential smoothing 

it isn’t easy to exclude special shipping days when the special shipping day is noticed, since all 

the previous forecasts are used for the new forecast. In the previous forecasts the special 

shipping day is used, which means all the previous forecasts based on the special shipping day 

have to be adapted. Due to the 60 minutes time restriction and the fact that the model 

shouldn´t be complex to use with relation to special shipping days the choice is made for the 

moving average method as best suitable forecasting method for replenishment orders at UPS.  

For NBD orders there is only one driver to take into account, the amount of NBD orders to be 

picked on a daily basis. Data are recorded from 29 June 2016 until 21 August 2016 to forecast 

the amount of NBD orders on a daily basis, which is shown in table 12. As can be seen there is 

no trend visible on the recorded data. The time horizon of the forecast is 5 days, with buckets 

of 1 day, because this is identical to replenishment orders. 

The data that will be used for the forecast is split in three sets. 10 working days have been used 

as initial set, while 15 working days have been used as optimization set and 15 working days 

have been used for the validation set. This has been done, because more working days would 

not lead to a better forecast, since the data is very random. Less working days would lead to 

too less data for a good forecast.  

A forecast has been made based on two methods: moving average and single exponential 

smoothing. The MAPE will be used for the comparison between the forecasting methods, 

because they are not dependent on the magnitude of the values of demand.  

In table 13 the moving average forecast and the single exponential smoothing forecast are 

shown for the dataset of 40 working days. The single exponential smoothing model doesn´t give 

a better result (Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of 252,5 with α = 0,15 versus RMSE of 237,4 

with N = 8). Therefore there is no pattern visible to make a huge improvement in the 

performance of the new forecast compared to the current forecasting model (moving average). 

The current forecasting model takes less time, has the best performance of the tested methods 

and it is easy to exclude special shipping days, which means it will still be used as NBD 

forecasting model. 
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Table 12: NBD orders data and forecast values from 29/6/2016 till 21/8/2016 

Date 
Day 
Number 

Amount of 
Orders 

Forecast Moving 
Average 

Forecast Single 
Exponential Smoothing 

29-6-2016 1 2926,50 
 

 30-6-2016 2 3050,50 
 

 1-7-2016 3 3075,00 
 

 2-7-2016 4 2852,50 
 

 3-7-2016 5 2718,50 
 

 6-7-2016 6 3040,50 
 

 7-7-2016 7 3302,00 
 

 8-7-2016 8 3043,00 
 

 9-7-2016 9 2940,50 
 

 10-7-2016 10 2299,50 
 

 13-7-2016 11 3035,50 2908,9 2924,9 

14-7-2016 12 2231,50 2904,0 2941,4 

15-7-2016 13 3003,00 2826,4 2835,0 

16-7-2016 14 2876,50 2861,9 2860,2 

17-7-2016 15 2779,00 2841,4 2862,6 

20-7-2016 16 3057,00 2776,1 2850,1 

21-7-2016 17 2853,50 2777,8 2881,1 

22-7-2016 18 2739,50 2766,9 2877,0 

23-7-2016 19 2570,50 2821,9 2856,3 

24-7-2016 20 2491,50 2763,8 2813,5 

27-7-2016 21 2986,00 2796,3 2765,2 

28-7-2016 22 2800,00 2794,2 2798,3 

29-7-2016 23 2733,50 2784,6 2798,6 

30-7-2016 24 2628,00 2778,9 2788,8 

31-7-2016 25 2485,00 2725,3 2764,7 

3-8-2016 26 2709,00 2679,3 2722,7 

4-8-2016 27 3009,00 2675,4 2720,7 

5-8-2016 28 2447,50 2730,3 2763,9 

6-8-2016 29 2534,00 2724,8 2716,5 

7-8-2016 30 2289,00 2668,3 2689,1 

10-8-2016 31 3265,50 2604,4 2629,1 

11-8-2016 32 2687,00 2670,9 2724,5 

12-8-2016 33 2498,00 2678,3 2718,9 

13-8-2016 34 2384,00 2679,9 2685,8 

14-8-2016 35 2349,00 2639,3 2640,5 

17-8-2016 36 2749,00 2556,8 2596,8 

18-8-2016 37 2751,50 2594,4 2619,6 

19-8-2016 38 2651,50 2621,6 2639,4 

20-8-2016 39 2736,50 2666,9 2641,2 

21-8-2016 40 2541,50 2600,8 2655,5 
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Table 13: NBD orders forecast of MAPE, RMSE and Alfa values based on NBD forecast values 

N 
MAPE Moving 
Average 

RMSE Moving 
Average Alpha 

MAPE Single Exponential 
Smoothing 

RMSE Single Exponential 
Smoothing 

1 10,6 390,8 1,00 9,3 342,6 

2 8,6 266,7 0,67 8,3 295,4 

3 8,4 267,7 0,50 7,9 277,3 

4 8,5 272,8 0,40 7,7 267,9 

5 8 262,8 0,33 7,6 261,8 

6 7,3 261,4 0,29 7,5 258,7 

7 7 247,1 0,25 7,4 255,9 

8 6,7 237,4 0,22 7,3 254,2 

9 6,9 242,1 0,20 7,3 253,4 

10 6,7 238,4 0,18 7,3 252,8 

11 6,9 245,6 0,17 7,2 252,6 

12 7,1 249,8 0,15 7,2 252,5 

13 7 248,8 0,14 7,3 252,7 

14 6,9 246,9 0,13 7,3 253 
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6.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP 3 
Now a forecast of the time necessary to process the workload can be created. This amount of 

hours consists of the forecasted amount of time in hours necessary to process all 

replenishment orders and the forecasted amount of time in hours necessary to process all NBD 

orders. The forecasted amount of time in hours to process all replenishment orders can be 

estimated very well based on the processing targets and the forecast made for the amount of 

replenishment orders. Therefore it needs no uncertainty to it. However the forecasted amount 

of time to process all NBD orders can’t be estimated very well based on the processing targets 

and the forecast made for the amount of NBD orders. This is due to the fact that the forecast of 

the amount of NBD orders isn’t accurate enough. Therefore an uncertainty in the forecasted 

amount of time in hours necessary to process all NBD orders has to be included in the amount 

of time to process all NBD orders. To use the uncertainty it is necessary to test that the errors 

have a normal distribution. This is tested with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test from XLSTAT, a tool in 

Microsoft Excel. The result, which showed the errors are distributed normally, is shown in 

appendix A. 

An analysis of the performance of the outbound operators has been done in order to get an 

idea of the current motivation and skill levels of the operators. This analysis is based on 

replenishment scanner picking processing time reports provided by UPS. It is used as a 

benchmark for the overall performance and motivation, since the difficulty of the 

replenishment scanner picking is the same or higher as the other sub-processes. The reports 

contain every replenishment order that has been picked by an outbound operator (both agency 

and UPS) in Hall D. This gives an overview of the amount of replenishment orders that have 

been picked with a scanner in Hall D in a certain amount of time. Breaks are included in these 

reports and therefore they had to be taken out manually in the measurement. Eventually this 

leads to an amount of replenishment orders that has been picked with a scanner by a specific 

operator in a certain amount of time for a specific replenishment destination in Hall D. 

Although this is only for picking in Hall D, it does give a good view of the skill and motivation 

levels of the outbound workforce. 19 UPS operators have been analyzed together with 13 

agency operators. A distribution of the performance levels can be found in table 14.  
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Table 14: Outbound operators performance levels measured in July 2016 

 Amount of UPS Operators Amount of Agency Operators Orders per minute 

1 7 4 2.0 and 2.5 

2 5 5 1.8 and 2.0 

3 7 4 1.4 and 1.8 

 

The performance levels of the operators can be explained as follows: 

The first group of operators perform with a scanner replenishment picking processing time 

between 2.0 and 2.5 orders per minute in Hall D for replenishment destinations with more than 

200 orders. They have a high skill level and a high motivation and they work in a steady pace, 

therefore not a lot of room is seen to improve their performance. These employees can be used 

as reference group for the execution of new processing target measurements.  

The second group of operators perform with a scanner replenishment picking processing time 

between 1.8 and 2.0 orders per minute for replenishment destinations with more than 200 

orders. They don’t have a steady work pace, but their skill level is high. They are typically the 

persons that work towards the deadline, which means their performance could increase by 

increasing their motivation by setting specific and realistic targets. 

The third group of operators perform with a scanner replenishment picking processing time 

between 1.4 and 1.8 orders per minute for replenishment destinations with more than 200 

orders. These operators typically have a lower skill level. Their way of working is simply not 

optimal. Training these employees can lead to the biggest improvement of their performance. 
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The cost of one agency operator hour is €18,50. With the replenishment forecast for one 

random week based on appendix B, we set the amount of replenishment hours necessary 

shown in table 15. Including to that an average of 2753 NBD orders based on the information of 

table 12, an RMSE of 237,4 (based on chapter 6.2) and a long term service level of 75%, 90% 

and 95% this results in the possible solutions of hired agency operator hours shown in table 15.  

Table 15: Calculation of total agency operator hours necessary with service levels varying at 75%, 90% and 95% 

  

𝐹𝑅𝑒𝑝 

  

𝐹𝑁𝐵𝐷  ∑ 𝐻𝑖𝑒𝑖

𝑖

 ∈𝑁𝐵𝐷 ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑒𝑖

𝑖

 α 

Monday 51 81 100 7 38 80,4 

Tuesday 75 81 116 7 44 71,6 

Wednesday 69 81 116 7 38 71,6 

Thursday 68 81 116 7 38 76,2 

Friday 74 81 116 7 44 76,2 

Average 67 81 113 7 40 75,2 

 

  

𝐹𝑅𝑒𝑝 

  

𝐹𝑁𝐵𝐷  ∑ 𝐻𝑖𝑒𝑖

𝑖

 ∈𝑁𝐵𝐷 ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑒𝑖

𝑖

 Α 

Monday 51 81 100 7 41 90,0 

Tuesday 75 81 116 7 49 90,0 

Wednesday 69 81 116 7 43 90,0 

Thursday 68 81 116 7 44 90,0 

Friday 74 81 116 7 50 90,0 

Average 67 81 113 7 45 90,0 

 

  

𝐹𝑅𝑒𝑝 

  

𝐹𝑁𝐵𝐷  ∑ 𝐻𝑖𝑒𝑖

𝑖

 ∈𝑁𝐵𝐷 ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑒𝑖

𝑖

 Α 

Monday 51 81 100 7 44 95,6 

Tuesday 75 81 116 7 52 95,6 

Wednesday 69 81 116 7 46 95,6 

Thursday 68 81 116 7 46 94,2 

Friday 74 81 116 7 52 94,2 

Average 67 81 113 7 48 95,0 

 

If we take an average effective operator performance and motivation of 0.9, the cost difference 

for the various service levels is (45-40)/0.9*18,50 = €103,- per day for the 75% long term service 

level versus the 90% long term service level. For the extra 5% service the cost difference is (48-

45)/0.9*18,50 = €62,-. Based on these cost differences the higher management of UPS has 

chosen for a 95% service level, because service is important for UPS to differentiate from its 

competitors. 
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7.  CONCLUSION & MANAGERIAL INSIGHTS 
In the final chapter of this master thesis the research questions will be answered in the 

conclusion (section 7.1). Next to this conclusion the managerial insights will be outlined, which 

results in recommendations for the management of logistic warehouses (section 7.2), 

limitations of the research (section 7.3) and opportunities for future research (section 7.4). 

7.1 CONCLUSION 
A decision support tool for the operator planning in a spare parts logistics warehouse can be 

developed in three steps. 

In the first step the sub-processes design with its drivers and processing targets should be 

determined. In the second step a forecast of the sub-process drivers should be created. 

Eventually in the third step a decision support system for the operator planning by using costs 

and operator motivation should be created. 

For UPS the development of the decision support system for the operator planning has led to 

new sub-processes for the replenishment orders and the NBD orders, due to changes in the 

market. The drivers of the sub-processes have changed from pieces to orders in most of the 

cases, however for some sub-processes the driver became boxes. The change of drivers and 

sub-processes has led to new sub-process targets. 

The forecasting model can be improved by using moving average for both the replenishment 

orders and the NBD orders. Moving average is chosen, because it is important that the special 

shipping days can be handled easily. Next to this the performance is good and it takes less than 

60 minutes a week. 

The performance and motivation measurements of the outbound operators led to a 

distribution in three groups which were almost equal in size. Based on a service level of 75%, 

90% and 95% the amount of effective agency operators hours hired based on the new operator 

planning tool varies between 40, 45 and 48 hours on average per day. Based on the costs 

(€18,50 per direct agency hour) for the different service levels, the higher management of UPS 

has chosen for a 95% service level, because service is important to differentiate from its 

competitors. 
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the case study done at UPS a few recommendations can be made for the 

management of UPS.  

It is important to base the daily planning by the middle management on the mix of sub-

processes that has to be done on a daily basis instead of the money UPS receives for the pieces 

shipped that day.  

To keep this daily planning up to date and in line with the market it is important that the 

planning tool is able to deal with new sub-processes, which are either forced by the market or 

improvements by the warehouse management.  

On the motivational side it can be smart that the supervisor and team leaders can decide about 

the hired agency operators. The supervisor and team leaders see the agency operators on a 

daily basis and therefore have the best insight in their capabilities.  

With a good functioning operator planning tool it should also be possible to smooth the 

workload of the replenishment uploads better over the week. This can result in a more fixed 

planning and the same amount of hours necessary on every day of the week, which results in a 

constant workforce with less flexibility necessary. This is positive for the long term motivation. 

7.3 LIMITATIONS 
Although the research has been performed in the best possible way, some assumptions had to 

be made about the various situations. For instance the assumption that if the forecast of the 

workload is met by the amount of operator hours, that the deadline is met. However due to 

illness of operators or operators that leave earlier than expected, it is possible to work in 

overtime. Also the effect on the performance of the operators when more operators are 

working at the same time is not taken into account. For warehouses with more operators and 

smaller aisles this should be taken into account. 

7.4 FUTURE RESEARCH 
Due to time restrictions not all topics could be taken a closer look at. The saving due to long 

term motivation is not determined for instance. Also the benefits to create work that can be 

used as a temporary buffer, like for instance the validation process, is not taken a closer look at. 

Furthermore the effect that the supervisor and team leaders decide about the pool size and 

who to hire is not expressed in monetary benefits. 
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APPENDIX A: CHECKING FOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

 

Estimated parameters: 
      Parameter Value 

       µ -69,672 
       sigma 258,736 
       

         Statistics estimated on the input data and computed using the estimated parameters of the Normal distribution: 

Statistic Data Parameters 
      Mean -69,672 -69,672 
      Variance 66944,191 66944,191 
      Skewness (Pearson) 0,207 0,000 
      Kurtosis (Pearson) 0,724 0,000 
      

         Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: 
      D 0,096 

       p-value 0,930 
       alpha 0,05 
       

         Test interpretation: 
       H0: The sample follows a Normal distribution 

    Ha: The sample does not follow a Normal distribution 
   

As the computed p-value is greater than the significance level alpha=0,05, one cannot reject the null hypothesis H0. 

The risk to reject the null hypothesis H0 while it is true is 93,00%. 
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APPENDIX B: REPLENISHMENT ORDER FORECAST FOR ONE RANDOM WEEK C
o
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RDC Dubai Monday Normal 97,9 162,6 1,0 1,7 

RDC Dubai Tuesday Upload 290,5 482,2 3,0 4,1 

RDC Dubai Wednesday Normal 97,9 162,6 1,0 1,7 

RDC Dubai Thursday Normal 97,9 162,6 1,0 1,7 

RDC Dubai Friday Normal 97,9 162,6 1,0 1,7 

LDC Saudi Arabia Monday Normal 34,7 57,7 1,0 1 

LDC Saudi Arabia Tuesday Upload 151,6 251,7 2,0 2,6 

LDC Saudi Arabia Wednesday Normal 34,7 57,7 1,0 1 

LDC Saudi Arabia Thursday Normal 34,7 57,7 1,0 1 

LDC Saudi Arabia Friday Normal 34,7 57,7 1,0 1 

RDC Ostrava Monday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

RDC Ostrava Tuesday Upload 1237,2 2053,7 10,0 14 

RDC Ostrava Wednesday Normal 645,6 1071,7 6,0 7,5 

RDC Ostrava Thursday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

RDC Ostrava Friday Higher 1949,6 3236,4 16,0 22,1 

RDC Stockholm Monday Normal 341,7 567,3 3,0 4 

RDC Stockholm Tuesday Upload 700,1 1162,2 6,0 8,1 

RDC Stockholm Wednesday Normal 341,7 567,3 3,0 4 

RDC Stockholm Thursday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

RDC Stockholm Friday Upload 700,1 1162,2 6,0 8,1 

RDC South Africa Monday Normal 282,1 468,3 3,0 4 

RDC South Africa Tuesday Normal 282,1 468,3 3,0 4 

RDC South Africa Wednesday Upload 576,5 957,0 5,0 7,5 

RDC South Africa Thursday Normal 282,1 468,3 3,0 4 

RDC South Africa Friday Normal 282,1 468,3 3,0 4 

LDC Zurich Monday Normal 94,1 156,1 1,0 1,4 

LDC Zurich Tuesday Normal 94,1 156,1 1,0 1,4 

LDC Zurich Wednesday Normal 94,1 156,1 1,0 1,4 

LDC Zurich Thursday Upload 230,8 383,1 2,0 2,8 

LDC Zurich Friday Normal 94,1 156,1 1,0 1,4 

LDC Athens Monday Normal 86,0 142,7 1,0 1,3 

LDC Athens Tuesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Athens Wednesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Athens Thursday Upload 224,8 373,3 2,0 2,8 

LDC Athens Friday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

RDC Russia Monday Normal 40,5 67,3 1,0 1 

RDC Russia Tuesday Upload 143,8 238,6 2,0 2,4 

RDC Russia Wednesday Normal 40,5 67,3 1,0 1 
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RDC Russia Thursday Normal 40,5 67,3 1,0 1 

RDC Russia Friday Normal 40,5 67,3 1,0 1 

LDC Bulgaria Monday Normal 23,4 38,8 1,0 0,7 

LDC Bulgaria Tuesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Bulgaria Wednesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Bulgaria Thursday Upload 71,7 119,1 1,0 1,2 

LDC Bulgaria Friday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Nigeria Monday Upload 99,0 164,3 4,0 2,5 

LDC Nigeria Tuesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Nigeria Wednesday Normal 50,1 83,2 2,0 1,4 

LDC Nigeria Thursday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Nigeria Friday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Morocco Monday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Morocco Tuesday Normal 35,4 58,7 1,0 0,9 

LDC Morocco Wednesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Morocco Thursday Upload 80,8 134,1 1,0 1,4 

LDC Morocco Friday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Istanbul Monday Normal 59,3 98,4 1,0 1,8 

LDC Istanbul Tuesday Normal 59,3 98,4 1,0 1,8 

LDC Istanbul Wednesday Normal 59,3 98,4 1,0 1,8 

LDC Istanbul Thursday Upload 198,7 329,9 2,0 5,1 

LDC Istanbul Friday Normal 59,3 98,4 1,0 1,8 

LDC Romania Monday Normal 45,2 75,0 2,0 1,1 

LDC Romania Tuesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Romania Wednesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Romania Thursday Upload 138,0 229,1 5,0 2,7 

LDC Romania Friday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Jordan Monday Normal 4,8 7,9 1,0 0,6 

LDC Jordan Tuesday Normal 4,8 7,9 1,0 0,6 

LDC Jordan Wednesday Normal 4,8 7,9 1,0 0,6 

LDC Jordan Thursday Upload 27,9 46,3 1,0 0,9 

LDC Jordan Friday Normal 4,8 7,9 1,0 0,6 

LDC Coventry Monday Normal 716,4 1189,3 6,0 8,2 

LDC Coventry Tuesday Normal 716,4 1189,3 6,0 8,2 

LDC Coventry Wednesday Upload 1318,1 2188,2 11,0 15 

LDC Coventry Thursday Normal 716,4 1189,3 6,0 8,2 

LDC Coventry Friday Normal 716,4 1189,3 6,0 8,2 

LDC Egypt Monday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Egypt Tuesday Normal 67,9 112,7 3,0 2 

LDC Egypt Wednesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Egypt Thursday 280 280,0 464,8 9,0 5,9 

LDC Egypt Friday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Kuwait Monday Normal 21,3 35,4 1,0 0,8 

LDC Kuwait Tuesday Normal 21,3 35,4 1,0 0,8 

LDC Kuwait Wednesday Normal 21,3 35,4 1,0 0,8 

LDC Kuwait Thursday Upload 82,7 137,2 1,0 1,5 
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LDC Kuwait Friday Normal 21,3 35,4 1,0 0,8 

LDC Qatar Monday Normal 15,6 25,9 1,0 0,8 

LDC Qatar Tuesday Upload 79,8 132,4 1,0 1,5 

LDC Qatar Wednesday Normal 15,6 25,9 1,0 0,8 

LDC Qatar Thursday Normal 15,6 25,9 1,0 0,8 

LDC Qatar Friday Normal 15,6 25,9 1,0 0,8 

LDC Croatia Monday Upload 21,4 35,6 1,0 0,7 

LDC Serbia Monday Upload 13,6 22,5 1,0 0,6 

LDC Tunisia Monday Upload 14,9 24,8 1,0 0,7 

LDC Ghana Monday Upload 17,2 28,6 1,0 0,6 

LDC Azerbaijan Wednesday Upload 5,1 8,4 1,0 0,5 

LDC Iraq Tuesday Upload 6,2 10,2 1,0 0,6 

LDC Algeria Friday Upload 11,7 19,4 1,0 0,6 

LDC Uganda Friday Upload 13,4 22,3 1,0 0,7 

UKRAINE SP Monday Upload 26,8 44,5 1,0 1 

UKRAINE SP Tuesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

UKRAINE SP Wednesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

UKRAINE SP Thursday Upload 26,8 44,5 1,0 1 

UKRAINE SP Friday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

UKRAINE FT Monday Upload 50,5 83,8 2,0 1,9 

UKRAINE FT Tuesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

UKRAINE FT Wednesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

UKRAINE FT Thursday Upload 50,5 83,8 2,0 1,9 

UKRAINE FT Friday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

UKRAINE FA Monday Upload 3,1 5,2 1,0 0,5 

UKRAINE FA Tuesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

UKRAINE FA Wednesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

UKRAINE FA Thursday Upload 3,1 5,2 1,0 0,5 

UKRAINE FA Friday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Israel Monday Normal 103,7 172,1 5,0 2,5 

LDC Israel Tuesday Normal 103,7 172,1 5,0 2,5 

LDC Israel Wednesday Upload 337,3 559,9 16,0 7,5 

LDC Israel Thursday Normal 103,7 172,1 5,0 2,5 

LDC Israel Friday Normal 103,7 172,1 5,0 2,5 

LDC Israel Refurbished Monday Normal 9,3 15,5 1,0 0,9 

LDC Israel Refurbished Tuesday Normal 9,3 15,5 1,0 0,9 

LDC Israel Refurbished Wednesday Upload 26,8 44,5 2,0 1,9 

LDC Israel Refurbished Thursday Normal 9,3 15,5 1,0 0,9 

LDC Israel Refurbished Friday Normal 9,3 15,5 1,0 0,9 

LDC Mozambique Thursday Upload 5,4 8,9 1,0 0,5 

LDC Ivory Coast Thursday Upload 4,8 7,9 1,0 0,5 

LDC Madrid Monday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Madrid Tuesday Normal 227,0 376,8 2,0 2,7 

LDC Madrid Wednesday 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 

LDC Madrid Thursday Upload 455,0 755,3 4,0 5,4 

LDC Madrid Friday Normal 227,0 376,8 2,0 2,7 
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